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Abstract

The identification of T cell epitopes from immune relevant antigens ofMycobacterium tuberculosisis a critical step in the development
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f a vaccine covering diverse populations. Two multigene families, PE-PGRS and PPE make up about 10% of theM. tuberculosisgenome
owever, the functions of the proteins coded by these large numbers of genes are unknown. All possible nonameric peptide seq
E and PPE proteins were analysed in silico for their ability to bind to 33 alleles of class I HLA. These results reveal that of a
PE proteins, a significant number of these peptides are predicted to be high-affinity HLA binders, irrespective of the length of th
he pathogen peptides that could behave as self or partially self-peptides in the host were eliminated using a comparative study
roteome, thus reducing the number of peptides for analysis. The structural basis for recognition of the nonamers by the resp
olecules thus predicted was analyzed by molecular modeling. The structural analysis showed good correlation with the binding
he analysis also led to an understanding of the binding profile of the peptides with respect to different alleles of class I HLA. The
pitopes can be tested experimentally for their inclusion in a potential vaccine against tuberculosis that is HLA haplotype-specific
2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

BCG is the only currently available vaccine for prevention
f tuberculosis (TB), which has exhibited considerable vari-
tions in efficacy in clinical trials in geographically distinct
opulations[1–6]. Although BCG prevents disseminated tu-
erculosis in newborns, it fails to protect against most com-
on form of the disease, pulmonary tuberculosis in adults

7]. So is the case of natural infection withMycobacterium
uberculosis, which fails to protect against reinfection.[8].
iven the global incidence of tuberculosis with∼8 million

Abbreviations: PE, proline-glutamic acid motif; PPE, proline-proline-
lutamic acid motif
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new cases and∼3 million deaths each year[9], it is crucial
to explore newer strategies to improve BCG or to devel
more effective vaccine thanM. bovisBCG.
M. tuberculosisH37Rv contains two large glycine-ric

gene families, which together account for about 10% o
coding capacity of the genome[10]. These glycine-rich gen
families code for PE and PPE proteins. The names PE
PPE are derived from the motifs Pro-Glu (PE) and Pro-
Glu (PPE) found in most cases near N-terminus of t
glycine and alanine-rich proteins. PE family has two s
families, PE and PEPGRS. All the 99 members of PE fa
ily have a highly conserved N-terminal domain of 110 am
acid residues, whereas the C-terminal domain show ma
heterogeneity, showing variation in size, sequence an
peat copy numbers. The members of PEPGRS subfamil
have a polyglycine-rich sequence at the C-terminus, a

264-410X/$ – see front matter © 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.vaccine.2004.08.046
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with the conserved amino terminus. The C-terminal exten-
sion is characterized by the presence of multiple tandem rep-
etitions of Gly–Gly–Ala or Gly–Gly–Asn encoded by PGRS
motif. The PPE family consists of 68 members and has a
conserved N-terminal domain of 180 amino acid residues
with varying carboxy terminal domains. The polymorphism
of these two gene families is the major source of variation in
M. tuberculosiscomplex in an otherwise genetically homo-
geneous bacterium[11]. Though the sub cellular localization
of these proteins is still a mystery, a few of PEPGRS pro-
teins have been considered as possible virulence factors in
M. marinum [12], and some are cell surface constituents,
involved in interaction of mycobacteria and macrophage
[13].

These two multigene families are of potential interest
from immune response point of view, since they could func-
tion as a source of antigenic variation forM. tuberculosis
in order to evade the host immune response[10,14] and as
cell surface antigens[15]. Some of PE and PPE proteins
have been shown to be potent B and T cell antigens. Two
proteins from PEPGRS subfamily, Rv1759c and Rv3367
are expressed during infection and show antibody response
in humans and rabbits, respectively[16–18]. Rv1196 and
Rv0915c from PPE family have been shown to be good
T cell antigens[19,20]. Another study has shown that the
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Prediction of MHC class I binding epitopes

The complete amino acid sequences of proteins that have
been annotated as PE (99) and PPE (68) proteins, respectively
from M. tuberculosiswere obtained from the Tuberculist
database [http://genolist.pasteur.fr/TubercuList/]. All possi-
ble overlapping nonamers from these proteins were screened
for their potential to bind to thirty three different alleles of
HLA class I molecules using a prediction algorithm HLA-
BIND [http://bimas.dcrt.nih.gov/molbio/hlabind], which
identifies and ranks nonamer peptides that contain allele spe-
cific binding motifs for class I HLA alleles measured in terms
of half time of dissociation (T1/2) of �2 micro globulin[30].

The algorithm estimates the binding against 33 HLA Class
I alleles, which include nine HLA-A alleles, 20 HLA-B al-
leles and four HLA-C alleles. As the optimum length of the
peptide binding to MHC class I is nine amino acids, all possi-
ble overlapping nonamers were first generated from PE (8655
peptides from PE and 41569 peptides from PEPGRS sub-
families) and PPE (42691) families of proteins. The binding
was estimated in terms of half time of�2 micro globulin dis-
sociation rates [cutoff,T1/2 of ≥100 min]. Only those pep-
tides, which were predicted to bind to any of the 33 alleles
s
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E domain of PEPGRS protein Rv1818c upon immuniz
ion into mice induces good cell mediated immune respo
hereas the PGRS domain is responsible for good hum

esponse[21].
There is abundant evidence in support of an importan

or CD4 T cells in controllingMycobacterium tuberculos
nfection. However, several lines of evidence also sugg
ole for CD8 T cells in controllingM. tuberculosisinfection
n the host[22]. At the same time, MHC class I restricted C

lymphocytes specific for mycobacterial antigens have
bserved in mouse models of TB[23,24] as well as in hu
ans[25–28], thus emphasizing the role of T cell media

esponses. The identification of T cell epitopes from immu
ogically relevant antigens therefore remains a critical ste
he development of vaccines.

Relatively few epitopes in mycobacterial antigens hav
ar been identified for human CD8 T cells[29]. In this regard
elease of genome sequences ofM. tuberculosishas provided
n opportunity to identify proteins with vaccine potential
ould give immune protection in individuals with differe
LA backgrounds. In an effort to identify potential T c
ntigens from PE and PPE family of proteins, we have ca
ut a systematic in silico analysis of the 167 different PE
PE proteins. Employing immuno informatics approach[30],
set of HLA class I binding peptides have been ident

rom these proteins. Further, their binding abilities have b
scertained using independent methods such as mol
odeling and structural analysis methods. This study ha

o the identification of potential T cell epitopes, which
e tested experimentally for inclusion in specific vaccine
lobal coverage.
r

tudied, were picked up for further analysis.

.2. Identification of “self” peptides

Peptides predicted to bind to HLA were checked for s
arity with each of the 47523 human proteins annotated s
y using BLAST. Each of the binding nonamer was chec
ith each of the 47523 ORFs. Since both PE and PPE pr
equences show significant redundancy, only unique pep
ere selected for BLAST search. The BLAST variables w

ailored appropriately for this analysis, in view of the sh
ize of the peptides. The BLAST results were then pa
ith a perl script [indigenously developed] to identify th
eptides that exhibited [a] 100% [9 aa] identity of the

opes fromM. tuberculosiswith peptide nonamers from h
an proteome [b] 90% [8 aa] and [c] 80% or 7 aa similari

.3. Feasibility analysis by molecular modeling

Three-dimensional crystal structure of peptide-M
omplex for alleles A0201 [1DUZ], B 2705 [1HSA],
3501 [1A9E], B5101 [1E27], and Cw0401 [1IM9] were

btained from the Protein Data Bank[35]. Based on the pre
iction analysis determined earlier, putative epitopes
v3018c, Rv3812 and Rv1818c were chosen for mole
odeling.
The peptides with highest as well as lowestT1/2 for each

llele were modeled on to their respective structural
lates [1DUZ, 1HSA, 1E27, 1A9E, 1IM9], so as to repl

he original peptides present in the crystal structures, an
omplexes were subjected to energy minimization.

http://genolist.pasteur.fr/tuberculist
http://bimas.dcrt.nih.gov/molbio/hla_bind
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Model building and energy minimizations were carried
out using INSIGHT-II and DISCOVER modules [Accelrys
Inc.]. All energy minimizations were carried out with a 13Å
nonbonded cutoff and a distance-dependent dielectric con-
stant of 4.0, initially using the steepest algorithm followed by
conjugate gradients till the root mean square [rms] derivative
was less than 0.4 kcal mol−1 Å−1. An identical minimization
with the original peptide was also carried out as a control in
every case. The binding of the peptides was then estimated by
analyzing the intra-molecular hydrogen bonds, electrostatic,
van der Waals and hydrophobic interactions with the protein
residues in the vicinity.

3. Results

Employing the in silico method, 8655 overlapping 9mer
peptides were generated from 38 proteins belonging to PE
subfamily proteins and about 17% (1519) of the peptides
were identified by HLA-binding predictions. Similarly, of
the peptides derived from 61 PEPGRS proteins, only 6.4%
bound to one or more of HLA alleles, which indicated that
the PGRS part in these proteins may be responsible for low
binding. It is also likely that PEPGRS proteins may elicit
more B-cell response. This property has been reported for
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3.2. Identification of proteins with binding peptides for a
large number of alleles

Identifying proteins with many peptide sequences bind-
ing to HLA class I molecule is important, considering the
polymorphic nature of HLA and its diversity in popula-
tion of different geographical regions. Therefore, a good
T cell antigen should have peptides recognized by many
HLA alleles. The analysis revealed that in the PE family,
Rv0151c binds to the highest number of alleles [19 out of
33]; the average number of alleles for all proteins is 12–13.
Similarly Rv3343 from PPE family shows good binding to
22 alleles.

3.3. A few selected alleles predominate in peptide
binding

The predicted binding peptides were also analyzed to
find out the probability of a given allele recognizing a large
number of peptides. For all the three classes of proteins,
the allele B5102 binds largest number of nonamers out of
the total binding peptides followed by B5101, B5103 and
B 2705. Few of the 33 alleles are not predicted to bind to
any of the generated peptides at an arbitrary cut off value for
T1/2 fixed at 100 min. They are A1101, A 3101, A 3302,
B e
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v1818c, one of the proteins of this group[21]. Proteins o
PE family exhibited a predicted average binding of 1
ithin this range of values, the binding is independent o

ength of the protein.

.1. Specificity and promiscuity of peptide-HLA binding

Thirty-three alleles belonging to HLA A, B and C loci ha
een tested. The prediction analysis showed that the m

ty of peptides bind to a single allele, and a given nona
an bind to a maximum of four alleles, out of the thirty-th
lleles tested. This finding was not restricted to one locu

nclude all three loci: A, B and C. Thus, in the PE subfa
ly, out of 1519 total binding peptides, 1133 nonamers
ound to be monoallelic binders, 162 nonamers bind to
lleles, 213 bind to three alleles, and only 11 bind to
lleles. Similar is the case with PEPGRS and PPE familie
f proteins. The results have been summarized inTable 1.

able 1
romiscuity of the peptides from PE, PEPGRS and PPE family of protei

n binding to any of the 33 HLA class I alleles studied here

o. of peptides
inding to

PE subfamily PEPGRS
subfamily

PPE family

ne allele 1133 1022 1703
wo alleles 162 248 942
hree alleles 213 485 751
our alleles 11 1 10

he number of peptides from PE, PEPGRS and PPE proteins predic
o bind to one allele or more than one allele of HLA. Maximum num
f alleles a given peptide can bind is four. Majority of the peptides
onoallelic binders.
3902, Cw0602, and Cw0702 Fig. 1. However, thes
lleles could bind peptides at lowerT1/2 values (data no
hown).

.4. B locus alleles show higher affinity of binding

TheT1/2 with which a peptide binds to HLA ranges fro
00 to 15,000 min. About 204 from PEPGRS, 145 peptide

rom PE subfamily and 691 peptides from PPE family
roteins are high-affinity binders, which bind with aT1/2 of
500.
In general, the binding affinity of peptides to B locus a

es [especially B2705 and B5101] are higher as compar
o alleles of A or C locus.

.5. Pathogen peptides that could behave as self or
artially self-peptide of host

The binding peptides from all 167 proteins of PE and P
amilies were analyzed for similarities with each of 475
RFs from human proteome. Peptides were categorize

hree classes, [a] those peptides having complete simi
ith human peptides [self-peptides], [b] those with seve

c] eight amino acid similarities with human proteins [p
ially self-peptides] and [d] those without any significant s
larity [non-self peptides]. The results of this analysis
hown inTable 2.

A large number of predicted peptides from both PE
PE proteins were observed, for which no self-pep
xist. This finding is consistent with the uniqueness
hese classes of proteins in mycobacteria. It is impo
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Fig. 1. Binding potential of 33 different HLA class I alleles to any of the peptides from PE and PPE proteins. Alleles from B locus are shown to bind to large
number of peptides with high affinity compared with A and C loci. HLA B5102 is binding to largest number of peptides. Some of the alleles like A1101,
A 3101, A 3302, B3902, Cw0602 and Cw0702 do not show binding to any of the peptides (black bars: PE proteins, crossed bars: PEPGRS proteins, grey
bars: PPE proteins).

to identify partially self-peptides, since they could mount
an autoimmune response in the host upon immunization.
A nonameric peptide LRSLGATLK from Rv3477 [PE]
shows complete homology with the human potassium volt-
age gated channel protein. Nonamers GQTGANGGR, GAG-
GAGGGV from Rv0278c and Rv0578c [PEPGRS], respec-
tively show 9 aa similarity with a peptide from lympho-
cyte activation-associated protein and hypothetical protein
FLJ10210. AAAAAAAAV, a peptide from Rv0287 of PPE
protein, is shared between 15 of human proteins. Out of
the binding peptides from PE subfamily, 76 nonameric pep-
tides are partially self to the human proteome, whereas only
one of the peptides has complete homology with the hu-
man peptide. In PEPGRS subfamily, about 247 binding pep-
tides are partially self and two are self-peptides whereas
from the PPE family, 229 and two peptides are partially
self and self-peptides, respectively. These proteins contain-
ing self and partially self-peptides were removed from further
analysis.

Table 2
Uniqueness/selfness of the nonameric peptides from PE and PPE family to
the human proteome

N
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3.6. Structural basis for the recognition of nonamers by
the respective HLA molecules by molecular modeling
studies

The feasibility of binding of peptides to their respec-
tive class I HLA alleles was simultaneously investigated by
molecular modeling and structural analysis. Superposition
of the crystal structure of five alleles [HLA A0201, B2705,
B 5101, B3501 and Cw0401] revealed that they are very
similar with RMS [root mean square] deviations less than
about 1Å, as also in the modes with which they bind differ-
ent peptides. The striking structural similarity of the over-
all structure of the whole�1 and�2 domains and�2 mi-
cro globulin can be easily exploited to unambiguously dock
the nonamer on to the HLA molecule. At the same time,
the regions at the binding sites are the most variable both
in HLA molecules and in the various TCRs that recognize
each one of these, which are responsible for the genera-
tion of diversity or polymorphism in a population. Samples
from both high as well as low-binding peptides [12 for HLA
A 0201, 13 for B2705, 16 for B5101, 9 for B3501 and
16 for Cw 0401] were modeled on to their respective struc-
tural templates so as to replace the original peptides seen in
the crystal structure. The analysis of several different HLA
class I structures shows that there is an overall similarity
i e of
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o. of binding
eptides

Self 8 aa similarity 7 aa similarity Non-se

E subfamily 1 21 55 623
E PGRS subfamily 2 61 180 739
PE family 2 60 169 2105

he similarities of the binding peptides with each of 47,523 ORFs
uman proteome. Peptides were categorized into three classes: (i
eptides having complete similarity with human peptides (self-peptides

hose with seven or (iii) eight amino acid similarities with human prot
partially self-peptides) and (iv) those without any significant similarity (n
elf peptides).
n the mode of peptide binding. The modeled structur
LA with high-affinity peptides shows more interactions

erms of hydrogen bonds when compared to peptides
ow affinity (Fig. 2). This finding correlates well with th
igher binding affinities of the predicted peptides. The c
lexes of chosen peptides indicate the feasibility of bin
nd to a large extent the affinities of the binding pept

or a given allele. This is illustrated by the intermolecu
nergies between the peptides and the alleles, and a co

son of intermolecular energies andT1/2 values is given in
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Fig. 2. Interaction between a peptide and the peptide-binding groove of HLA. Both high- and low-affinity peptides were modeled on to five different HLA
templates. The figure shows an example of a high-affinity peptide-ALLSELPAV from Rv3018c displaying more hydrogen bonds as compared to a low-affinity
peptide AQLLTEFAI also taken from Rv3018c.

Table 3. It can be seen that the peptides with high affinity
as judged by theT1/2 values also show high (more negative)
interaction energies, for most of the peptides, thus falling in
to a qualitative pattern. Such correlations were not seen in
all the cases however, especially where theT1/2 was less than
50. It must be mentioned, however, that seeking quantitative
correlations between the matrices would be inappropriate,
given that they both measure different parameters employing
different methods, although ultimately both reflect ability to
bind. Therefore, we feel that the correlation, to a large extent
but not total, is not unnatural for an acceptable prediction.
An examination of the data for class I binding peptides and
the alleles they bind revealed that there are three promiscu-
ous epitopes (a peptide that binds to more than one allele)
for each of the proteins Rv3812 and Rv3018c (highlighted
in Table 3). Thus, these proteins could now be tested ex-
perimentally for their ability to act as T cell antigens and
the class I binding abilities of the peptides could also be
verified.

4. Discussion

The design and development of new generation of vac-
cines have focused on individual proteins or DNA coding
for a single or limited number of proteins. Peptide binding
to HLA is essential for generation and maintenance of an
immune response. Therefore, it becomes imperative that the
proteins, which are identified as possible vaccine candidates,
must generate peptides that are recognized by class I MHC
for cytotoxic T cell response or by class II MHC to pro-
vide helper responses to both T and B cells. This becomes
important, since humans can carry only a limited number of
co-dominant HLA alleles in their genome, out of hundreds of
polymorphic alleles that are present in the population. There-
fore, a candidate vaccine must generate peptides that can bind
to a wide range of HLA molecules to provide good popula-
tion coverage. Without this, the protein even if it generates
good primary response and memory response, will work only
in a limited number of individuals. To address this problem
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Table 3
Feasibility of the predicted peptides to bind to their respective class I HLA alleles

Allele Gene no. (Rv no.) aa Start position Peptide T1/2 Intermolecular energy (Kcal/mol)

A 0201 1818 6 TIPEALAAV 90 −392
385 ALGGGATGV 70 −267
10 ALAAVATDL 21 −210

3812 260 NLLVTGFDT 160 −213
235 LQLAFQQLL 52 −216
399 ALIDAPAHA 20 −355

3018 219 ALLSELPAV 592 −361
285 WVIGNLFGV 373 −320
254 AQLLTEFAI 23 −266

B 2705 1818 114 GRPLIGNGA 200 −456
70 ALFHEQFVR 75 −229

3812 56 GRYGQEFQT 1000 −394
235 LQLAFQQLL 200 −185
479 TPFMGMAPL 50 −209
158 WQQIAAALA 20 −247

3018 145 RMWVQAATV 225 −335
254 AQLLTEFAI 60 −159
288 GNLFGVVPL 20 −154

B 5101 1818 110 LALLGRPLI 286 −231
96 APLEGVLDV 242 −257

275 GAGGNGGLL 55 −147
336 AGGSGGSAL 22 −124

3812 369 APFASLNAI 968 −226
479 TPFMGMAPL 220 −137
26 LGKAMTNLL 26 −260
116 APGGAYGQL 121 −152

3018 361 EPAPASTSV 440 −174
9 SPPEVHSAL 121 −181

314 AGLAGVAGL 22 −120

B 3501 3812 313 MPPSILRDM 40 −244
479 TPFMGMAPL 20 −178
116 APGGAYGQL 20 −152

3018 9 SPPEVHSAL 40 −196
197 FPWHEIVQF 30 −263
414 LPGSWGPDL 20 −216

Cw 0401 1818 54 LFSGHAQAY 28 −191
96 APLEGVLDV 24 −388

3812 246 DYNAAVANL 528 −425
490 NYIPQQLAL 240 −371
479 TPFMGMAPL 115 −373
116 APGGAYGQL 88 −345
369 APFASLNAI 20 −167

3018 212 AYDQYLSAL 600 −521
71 AYVPYVAWL 576 −348
9 SPPEVHSAL 96 −495

197 FPWHEIVQF 80 −337
146 MWVQAATVM 20 −209

This table depicts correlation of the binding energies (Kcal/mol) for the peptides chosen with the correspondingT1/2 values as predicted by BIMAS algorithm.
High as well as low-affinity peptides for each of five alleles chosen were modeled on to their respective templates and intermolecular energies have been
calculated. Highlighted peptides (in italics) are the promiscuous epitopes binding to more than one allele.

of selection of appropriate proteins as candidate vaccines,
we have carried out a systematic analysis of mycobacterial
peptides derived from PE and PPE proteins, determination
of their HLA binding specificity to narrow down the number
of proteins containing sufficient peptides for total population
coverage.

Several computational methods are now available for anal-
ysis of binding of peptides to MHC[29]. We have used the

BIMAS binding tool available in public domain to study the
binding of peptides to thirty-three HLA alleles. This method
has been developed using experimental data of half time of
dissociation of�2 micro globulin from peptide–HLA com-
plex since�2 micro globulin dissociates from the complex
when the peptide is released[30]. A T1/2 of 100 min was cho-
sen as a cut off point in order to select the relatively higher
affinity binding peptides. It is possible that some good T cell
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epitopes may be missed in the analysis, which bind with HLA
with relatively less affinity and may still bind TCR with high
affinity. It is the TCR–HLA–peptide complex, which is cru-
cial in determining the T cell response.

The nonameric sequences from PE and PPE families of
proteins were predicted to contain high percentage of bind-
ing peptides to human class I HLA, whereas PEPGRS pro-
teins show relatively low level of binding. This difference is
seen in spite of PE and PEPGRS being subfamilies of the
same family, PE. Previous study has shown that PE domain of
PE PGRS but not the full length of the protein induces good
cell mediated immune response, whereas the PGRS domain
is responsible for good antibody response[21]. Most of the
peptides were predicted to bind to alleles from B locus, and
the affinity with which the peptides are binding to this locus
is far higher than the alleles of A and C loci. This implies
that the distribution of B loci alleles in the population may
play a role in the susceptibility of the population for certain
infection.

Many of the peptides are monoallelic binders i.e., they
bind to a single allele. The T cell epitopes that are recog-
nized in context of more than one HLA and more than one
T cell clone are called promiscuous epitopes. Promiscuous
peptides are of prime interest for vaccine design because of
their relevance to higher proportions of human population.
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TAP-deficient cells[34]. The predicted epitopes are experi-
mentally verified by identification of T cells, which specif-
ically recognize the naturally processed epitope in a HLA-
restricted fashion. T cells are either obtained by in vivo or in
vitro priming of human PBMCs or mouse splenocytes. T cell
responses after stimulation can be measured by lytic activity
in vitro proliferation and cytokine production[29].

In summary, we have generated a large dataset on possible
HLA class I-binding peptides, which have been predicted to
bind to different HLA alleles. Seventy-one high- as well as
low-affinity peptides from both PE and PPE proteins have
been analyzed for structural compatibility with crystal struc-
tures of HLA in terms of intermolecular energies and were
found to correlate well with the corresponding affinities pre-
dicted by the BIMAS algorithm. Most of the peptides binding
to HLA are specific with very few promiscuous binders. It is
thus obvious that a large cocktail of proteins are required to
achieve reasonable population coverage. Besides, this work
suggests the feasibility of designing haplotype specific sub-
unit vaccine, which can be given to individuals with known
HLA haplotype. The haplotype specific vaccines can be com-
bined to target a population where the distribution of HLA
alleles is known. This work also indicates that use of single
or limited number of genes in a DNA vaccine may not be
suitable to cover a given population.
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his in silico approach would help to predict some of
LA-binding motifs, which could act as promiscuous e

opes.
There are a large number of binders from both PE

PE proteins, for which either self or partially self-host p
ides exist. This finding implicates the possible failure of
ain epitopes as vaccine candidates. Partially self-pep
an mount an autoimmune response in the host upon
unization, whereas the inclusion of self-peptides ha
bvious advantage. Employing the known crystal struct
f HLA–peptide complexes, the ability of the peptides id

ified as high binders to replace the resident peptide in
rystal structure was assessed to provide additional evid
or the choice of epitopes.

A large number of workers have been addressing the
ification of T cell epitopes of individual mycobacterial p
eins[31]. For some proteins, the alleles and the corresp
ng peptides have been identified[32]. Computational meth
ds have been used to identify peptides from proteins, w
ould bind to HLA[29,32]. The present work differs fro

hese earlier investigations in that a genome-based app
as been followed and all overlapping peptides of a m
lass ofM. tuberculosisprotein have been analyzed to p
ict possible T cell reactive peptides. The epitope predic
hould be followed by experimental verification of the bi
ng of synthetic peptides with HLA in order to reduce
umber of potential candidate peptides for the final a
sis of recognition by peptide specific T cells. Binding
ynthetic peptides to MHC molecules is usually studie
ither reconstitution of MHC–peptide complexes on the
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